
The furniture industry is constantly evolving, with new trends and styles emerging
all the time. One such trend that has been making waves is the craze for live
edge furniture. These unique pieces are characterized by their incorporation of
the natural edges of the wood, resulting in a stunning and organic look. As the
demand for live edge furniture floods the market, finding a reputable quality
dealer with master woodworkers becomes increasingly important. In this article,
we will explore the intricacies of creating live edge furniture, and why Live Edge
in Houston, Texas, a sub-company of Ace Office Furniture Houston, stands out
as a top-notch quality provider of these stunning pieces.

Creating live edge furniture is a meticulous process that requires expertise and a
deep understanding of woodwork. Each piece starts with carefully selected slabs
of wood, chosen for their unique and striking grain patterns. These slabs are then
meticulously dried to ensure stability and prevent warping or cracking. A team of
master woodworkers at Live Edge Ace are entrusted with the task of
transforming these raw materials into works of art.

One of the reasons why Live Edge Ace stands out in the market is their
commitment to producing verified art wooden slabs sold as furniture antiques.
This means that each piece comes with proof of ownership, with the hopes that it
will be cherished as a centuries-old heirloom. This level of transparency and
dedication to authenticity is unparalleled in the industry, setting Live Edge Ace
apart from their competitors.



"We do it the right way, but we do it different. We do it the Ace Way." This slogan
encapsulates the philosophy of Live Edge Ace. They understand the value of
craftsmanship and attention to detail in creating truly exceptional live edge
furniture. Every step of the process, from the selection of the wood to the final
finishing touches, is undertaken with utmost care and precision.

In addition to their commitment to quality, Live Edge Ace is unique in that they
are a sub-company of Ace Office Furniture Houston. This partnership allows
them to leverage the resources and expertise of a well-established furniture
provider. As a result, they are able to offer top-notch quality live edge furniture to
dealers, designers, and individuals across the nation.

One of the reasons why finding a reputable dealer is crucial when it comes to live
edge furniture is the nature of the wood itself. Each piece is unique, and the
natural edges add to its charm. However, this also means that there can be
variations and imperfections that need to be skillfully handled during the crafting
process. A reputable dealer, like Live Edge Ace, ensures that only the finest and
most carefully selected wood is used, minimizing any potential issues and
ensuring the longevity of the furniture.

Furthermore, master woodworkers are at the heart of creating these
masterpieces. Their experience and skill are essential in bringing out the natural
beauty of the wood and transforming it into functional and striking furniture
pieces. Live Edge Ace is proud to have a team of such craftsmen, who possess a
deep understanding of the intricacies involved in working with live edge wood.

Yes it it true! The craze for live edge furniture has taken the market by storm. As
this trend continues to grow, finding a reputable quality dealer becomes
increasingly important. Live Edge Ace, a sub-company of Ace Office Furniture
Houston, stands out as a top-notch provider of live edge furniture. Their
commitment to producing verified art wooden slabs sold as furniture antiques
ensures the highest level of authenticity and value. With a team of master
woodworkers and a commitment to the Ace Way of doing things, Live Edge Ace
sets a new standard in the industry. So, whether you are a dealer, designer, or an
avid furniture enthusiast, consider Live Edge Ace for your next live edge furniture
purchase.


